YOUR CHARTER ITINERARY

TURKEY

YACHT CHARTER

YOUR ITINERARY
Bodrum
Sedir Island

Marmaris

Datca

Göcek

Fethiye
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YACHT CHARTER

UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU
HAVE EXPERIENCED
BEFORE
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DAY 1 |

BODRUM
Arrive in Bodrum, the gateway to
Turkey’s exclusive beach towns
and resorts. Meet the crew and get
acquainted with your luxury charter
yacht before spending the rest of the
day exploring what the area has to offer.
  For those with a taste for history
a visit to Bodrum Castle is highly
recommended, it dates back to 1402 and
was built by the Knights of St John.
Enjoy your evening meal on board,
or sample Bodrum’s vibrant nightlife
enjoying cocktails with fresh local
ingredients complemented by views over
the glittering marina.
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DAY 2 | 39nm

SEDIR (CLEOPATRA)
ISLAND

Your next stop is Sedir Island. Located
in the Gulf of Gokova, this stunning
little island is also often referred to as
Cleopatra Island. It is said that the sand
found at the beaches here was brought
by ships from the Red Sea for Cleopatra
herself and is made from seashells that
can be found only in Egypt.
After a day of swimming and sunbathing
head back to your luxury vessel where the
crew will prepare a spectacular meal for
your final night on board.
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DAY 3 | 72nm

DATCA

Set sail towards Datca. This small
town is notoriously friendly and
highly popular with charter guests
due to its unspoilt scenery, stone roads,
bougainvillea-covered walls and lush
green foliage.
Explore the local shops which offer a
range of authentic and locally-made
produce such as olive soap. Visit ancient
ruins and learn about the local history,
the ancient Greeks believed Datca to
have been created by Zeus himself.
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DAY 4 | 50nm

MARMARIS

Marmaris is one of Turkey’s livelier
resorts. Spend the day on board
making the most of the luxury
amenities before anchoring in the
marina in the evening where you
have the option to spend it ashore.
Head to Bar Street for lively clubs,
drinking and dancing in openair venues, all surrounded by
spectacular mountain scenery.
Alternatively, enjoy a day trip
to Ephesus and experience
many interesting and valuable
archaeological treasures like
the Temple of Artemis, which
is regarded as one of the Seven
Wonders of the Ancient World.
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DAY 5 | 47nm

FETHIYE
This morning you will cruise towards
the natural port city of Fethiye. There
will be plenty of opportunities to stop
along the way and make use of the
onboard watersports equipment.
Fethiye is a great base from which
to visit Ölüdeniz, known for the blue
lagoon of Ölüdeniz Tabiat Park and
the wide, white Belcekız Beach. There
are many interesting sites to visit
in the surrounding countryside for
those who wish to explore, including
the ghost town of Kayaköy, a once
bustling town built in the 1700s now
completely deserted.
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DAY 6 | 10nm

GOCEK

Gocek is ideally positioned to explore
the Islands of the Gulf of Fethiye,
enjoy a wonderful cruise with short
passages and protected anchorages
and lap up the local hospitality. Many
tavernas in this secluded bay offer
their own private jetty to visiting
yachts.
The shorefront of this exclusive town
is an attractive pedestrian-friendly
esplanade lined with trendy cafes
perfect for grabbing a cold drink and
people-watching.
Say goodbye to your crew as you
disembark to complete your luxury
yacht charter.
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CONTACT US

UNPARALLELED ACCESS TO
THE WORLD’S MOST EXCITING
DESTINATIONS

Claire Sinclair
Client Manager
M: +44 777 913 0021
Claire.Sinclair@westnautical.com
www.westnautical.com
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